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OPTIONS · PERPETUALS · FUTURES
Power up your trading.
Unlock new trading opportunities with alt-coin options and perpetuals.
Get started








FULL DERIVATIVES SUITE
The total package.
PowerTrade offers a full derivatives suite. Trade Bitcoin, Ethereum, and the top 25 altcoins in options, futures, perpetuals, and spot markets.
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Strategies and RFQ.Trade entire structures. No minimums.

Capital efficient.Professional grade SPAN/ portfolio margin.

USD terms.Trade and settle in US Dollar pricing terms.


Institutional custody.Copper for reducing counter party-risk.

Multi-collateral.Trade with multiple assets as collateral.

Easy integration.Seamless onboarding with FIX, Rest and more.










RFQ - REQUEST-FOR-QUOTE
Instant price quotes.
Introducing RFQ, a powerful tool for traders to manage risk and obtain the best prices for large and complex trades.
RFQ automation.Automated RFQ workflow. Anonymous two-way quotes.
Strategies.Execute complex trades with multiple options or futures contracts in a single order.
RFQ stream.Easily compare two-way quotes. View and manage all your quotes in one place.






ADVANCED TRADING TOOLS
Unleash the power.
Master your trades using Trade Ideas and Strategy Explorer. Discover expert insights and free trades.



Trade Ideas
Trade Ideas simplifies trade idea creation and discovery. You can compose ideas in the RFQ, save them and share them.
Discover ideas.Easily explore market opportunities.
Trade smarter.Save time by capturing your ideas, trade later.
Collaborate easily.Share your trade ideas with friends and colleagues.

Coming soon

Strategy Explorer 
New
Introducing the Strategy Explorer. Find zero-cost trade structures or trades that pay you up front.
Limitless possibilities.Endless combinations easily identified.
Find free trades.Generate upfront credits from some trades.
Trade instantly.Just click the trade button to create an RFQ.

Coming soon




Transform your trading.
Take control today. Trade smarter.
Get started
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